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ABSTRACT
We present results from a system which uses received signal strength
(RSS) measurements to estimate the speed at which a person is
walking when they cross the link line. While many RSS-based
device-free localization systems can detect a line crossing, this system estimates additionally the speed of crossing, which can provide
significant additional information to a tracking system. Further,
unlike device-free RF sensors which occupy tens of MHz of bandwidth, this system uses a channel of about 10 kHz. Experiments
with a person walking from 0.3 to 1.8 m/s show the system can
measure walking speed within 0.05 m/s RMS error.
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human as a perfect cylinder and applying diffraction theory. Based
on this model, as the person moves towards the link line, the peak
frequency in the spectrogram of the RSS decreases, as shown in
Fig. 2a, directly proportional to the speed and the distance from
the crossing. However, an actual human is not like a cylinder as
assumed in the model of [7]. Different body parts such as the legs,
torso and hands move at different instantaneous velocities. In Fig.
2b, we show the spectrogram of the measured RSS during a time
when an actual walking person crosses the link line, which differs
visually from the spectrogram in Fig. 2a.

INTRODUCTION

Radio frequency (RF) signals have been widely explored in devicefree localization, including detection of line crossings and use of line
crossing measurements to track people [3, 4]. In these applications,
the speed of a person is a fundamental parameter to track a subject.
Typical methods first perform RF-based device-free localization
[3, 10] and then derive the speed from the coordinate estimates
over time; however, such systems require many transceivers deployed around the area of interest. A few other techniques directly
measure speed or range using a radar measurement system [2, 8];
however, such systems use multiple GHz of bandwidth to generate
range-Doppler responses, and they become less effective in the presence of interfering communication systems. Similarily, Wang et al.
[9] use channel state information (CSI) measurements from WiFi
devices to determine human speed for activity recognition. Even
though such CSI-based sensing might be convenient in terms of
infrastructure by using the same channel for both communication
and sensing, it still puts more strain on an increasingly crowded
spectrum. In this poster abstract, we propose speed estimation
using the spectrogram of single-channel RSS measurements. Our
transceivers are narrowband, reducing the bandwidth requirement
to 11 kHz.
When a person moves near a wireless link, the RSS changes
due to their presence, but in ways that are challenging to model.
The model of Rampa et al. [7] predicts the RSS as a function of
a person’s location with respect to the transceivers, modeling a
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Figure 1: Experimental setup for line crossing.
We propose to estimate human walking speed based on the spectral components of RSS measured when a person approaches and
crosses a link line. We envision a setup as shown in Figure 1 where
two sensors on opposite sides of a hallway are deployed. A person
walking through the hallway has his speed estimated as she crosses
through the link line. One fundamental challenge in extracting
speed from RSS measurement is that RSS measurements are typically quantized to 1 dB, which is not sufficient in tracking small
changes in RSS due to a distant human in motion. To overcome
this challenge, we use a high resolution RSS estimate [5] from a TI
CC1200 transceiver. Other challenges stem from the fact that different people walk with different gaits, and each person’s different
body parts have different instantaneous speeds during their walk.
As a result the RSS spectrogram for a given walking speed varies
by person. We address this challenge by tracking a time-averaged
frequency from the spectrogram of RSS measurements, which is
then used to estimate the average body speed. We first predict a
link line crossing when the RSS average frequency drops below a
certain threshold. We then estimate the speed of crossing from the
minimum of the time-averaged RSS frequency during the crossing.
In this poster abstract, we show experimentally that the use of
spectral information of RSS data provides a bandwidth-efficient
and inexpensive means for human speed estimation.

